Fuel Oil #683 – Notes

1. East River Energy, Attachment A (page 31) – this contains exceptions to CRPC terms & conditions, please read carefully if they are your lowest responsive, responsible vendor, and make sure you agree to their terms and conditions.
2. Dime Oil (page 69) – Note from vendor contains exceptions to CRPC terms & conditions, please read carefully if they are your lowest responsive, responsible vendor, and make sure you agree to their terms and conditions.
3. Sprague (pages 131-133) – this contains exceptions to the CRPC terms & conditions, please read carefully if they are your lowest responsive, responsible vendor, and make sure you agree to their terms and conditions.
4. Sprague – for the Town of West Hartford – they have crossed out some of your insurance requirements.
5. United Metro Energy – vendor submitted information on performance bond indicating that the differential price would be .0100 lower if no performance bond required.